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The Seat Theory and the Incorporation Theory
- an Analysis of the Meaning of the Freedom of Establishment

I. Introduction
Some of the Member States of the European Union apply the seat theory, others the incorporation theory. In a situation, where a limited liability company, formed under the law of a Member State applying the incorporation theory, has its actual seat in a state that applies the seat theory, the meaning of the notion secondary establishment is brought to a head.

According to the seat theory, the law applicable to a limited liability company is determined by the location of its actual seat. When according to German law the actual seat of a foreign limited liability company is considered to be located in Germany, Germany has not recognised this company as existing. In the Überseering case, the Court of Justice of the European Communities ruled on one consequence of the application of the seat theory. This judgement might, to some extent at least, be the end of the long and extensive debate particularly in German doctrine on whether the consequences of the application of the seat theory are compatible with articles 43 EC and 48 EC.

The meaning of secondary establishment is linked to the requirements that according to EC law the Member States may impose on limited liability companies to let them enjoy the freedom of establishment. An analysis of the freedom of establishment according to the Segers, Daily Mail and Centros judgements shows that the Überseering judgement must not be considered to be “a turning-point of European company law”, but instead a confirmation of the three cases. These judgements clarify which requirements a limited liability company has to fulfil to enjoy the freedom of establishment, irrespectively of whether it has been formed under the law of a Member State applying the seat theory or formed under the law of a Member State applying the incorporation theory and whether it wishes to establish a branch in a state applying the seat theory or one using the incorporation theory.

I.1 Terminology
German scholars use different notions for what here will be referred to as “actual seat”. The precise meaning of “actual seat” will not be discussed. Briefly stated, decisive for the place of the actual seat of a company is “the place […] where the main decisions of the company leadership are effectively taking the form of current business actions.” Below, “actual seat” is assumed to correspond to the connecting factor “central administration.”

States applying the incorporation theory will here be referred to as I-states. States applying the seat theory are referred to as S-states. State of origin refers to the state, under the law of which a limited liability company has been formed. Recipient state refers to the state in which such a company has located its actual seat, as well as to the state that, according to its law, considers such a company to have located its actual seat there.

International private law is abbreviated ip law. Freedom of establishment refers to the freedom of establishment according to the EC Treaty. The Court of Justice of the European Communities will be abbreviated the Court of Justice. When quoting scholars who use the German abbreviation “EuGH”, the abbreviation ECJ will, however, be used. All references to articles refer to the EC Treaty.

Most authors discuss whether the seat theory as such is compatible with articles 43 and 48. As it is possible that one consequence of its application is not compatible with these articles, whereas others are, the wording “the consequence of the application of the seat theory” will instead be used.

I.2 Delimitation
The statements on the seat theory in this article are based on the application of the seat theory as applied according to German law. German law will, however, only be dealt with if necessary in order to examine the meaning of the practice of the Court of Justice as far as the relationship between the seat theory and the incorporation theory under articles 43 and 48 is concerned. The relationship of the seat theory to other national law will not be analysed.

Attention will not be paid to specific provisions on the transfer of the actual seat found in, for example, bilateral conventions. Possible justifications of restrictions on the freedom of establishment will not be dealt with.
2. The Case Law of the Court of Justice

According to article 48 in the application of the rules on freedom of establishment a company formed under the law of a Member State is put on an equal footing with a national of a Member State, if it has the intention to make profit and has its registered office, its central administration or its principal place of business within the European Union. Fundamental for the meaning of the freedom of establishment to a limited liability company is whether all the connecting factors have to be in one and the same Member State.

In some situations, the actual seat of a company might be its principal place of business.11 Whether the actual seat of a company is the same as its central administration or its principal place of business is, however, without importance in this context. The fact of interest is whether article 48 requires something more of a limited liability company formed under the law of a Member State to enjoy the freedom of establishment than that its registered office is in its state of origin. Whether that is the case decides which consequences of the application of the seat theory that are incompatible with the rules on the freedom of establishment.

The apprehension that the freedom of establishment of companies is not put on an equal footing with the freedom of establishment of natural persons is widely spread. For that apprehension the Daily Mail judgement plays a great role. For instance, the Proposal for a Directive on the Transfer of the Registered Office of a Company refers to the Daily Mail judgement that is considered there to state that the different connecting factors make it impossible to put companies on a par with natural persons by application of articles 43 and 48.12 The Daily Mail judgement states, the Regional Appeal Court of Bavaria has held, that the consequences of the application of the seat theory are compatible with EC law. The request of a company formed under British law to register a branch in Germany had been rejected since the company did not have its actual seat abroad. Referring to the Daily Mail judgement, the German court found this consequence to be compatible with EC law.13

Scholars are split over the meaning of the Segers, Daily Mail and Centro judgements. For instance, some scholars read these judgements as stating that all the consequences of the application of the seat theory are incompatible with EC law, whereas others find them to imply the opposite. An attempt to make the judgements compatible with each other emerges in the conclusion that the seat theory may not be applied to limited liability companies formed under the law of other Member States. This interpretation is based on the Daily Mail judgement paragraph 19, i.e. the same paragraph as the one that is seen as an evidence for all the consequences of the seat theory being compatible with articles 43 and 48.15 The latter opinion is the predominant one of the doctrine. Ebke, for instance stresses that “[a]fter Daily Mail there can be no doubt that the ECJ lets the exercise of the freedom of establishment by a transfer of the actual seat depend on whether the company continues to exist according to the legislation, which according to the ip law of the recipient state is the applicable one.”16 It is concluded that “growing harmonization in some fields of company law will not put the Court in a position to reconsider Daily Mail”,17 i.e. the judgement by which ‘the ECJ […] confirmed the compliance of the seat theory in a way that cannot be misunderstood’.18

Thus, the interpretation of the Daily Mail judgement is the crucial point for how the state of law has been interpreted as far as the freedom of establishment for companies is concerned and which meaning is attached the Überseering judgement. Whereas Kindler concludes the Centro judgement to “be of no importance to Member States that apply the seat theory in international company law”,19 but moreover an “encroachment upon the internal ip law of incorporation states”,20 other scholars are of the opinion that by the Centro judgement the Court of Justice has given “the application of the seat theory as a breach of the freedom of establishment […] a surprisingly clear rejection.”21 Others conclude the Überseering judgement to “open up new ground”, i.e. to revolutionize the connection of the applicable legislation at least in those Member States […] that – like Germany – until now applied the seat theory”.22 Below, the Segers, Daily Mail, Centro and Überseering cases are accounted for.

2.1 The Segers Case

The Segers case23 concerned the issue whether it was in accordance with EC law that sickness insurance benefits for a director depended on whether his employer, a private limited company, was Dutch or foreign. The fact that the company was formed according to British law and did not conduct any business in the United Kingdom, the Court of Justice found to be of no importance. For the application of the provisions on the freedom of establishment nothing more is required than that the company is formed under the law of a Member State and has its registered office, central administration or principal place of business within the Community. Provided those requirements in article 58 (now article 48) are fulfilled, the Court of Justice stated, it is immaterial for a company’s right to enjoy the freedom of establishment that the company conducts its business through an agency, branch or subsidiary solely in another Member State.

2.2 The Daily Mail Case

The Daily Mail judgement is a preliminary ruling issued in a dispute between the British tax authority and the company Daily Mail. The latter claimed not to be obliged to obtain fiscal consent to its change of residence from the United Kingdom to the Netherlands. Under UK law, only companies resident for tax purposes in the United Kingdom were as a rule liable to British corporation tax. A company was resident for tax purposes at the place of its central management and control. Companies resident for tax purposes were prohibited from ceasing to be so resident without the consent of the Treasury.

In paragraph 19, the Court of Justice emphasised that “it should be borne in mind that, unlike natural persons, companies are creatures of the law and, in the present state of Community law, creatures of national law. They exist only by virtue of the varying national legislation which determines their incorporation and functioning.” The
connecting factor to the national territory required for the incorporation of a company and whether a company may subsequently modify that connecting factor varies widely in the laws of the Member States. The Court of Justice stressed that “[t]he Treaty has taken account of that variety in national legislation. In defining, in Article 58, the companies, which enjoy the right of establishment, the Treaty places on the same footing, as connecting factors, the registered office, central administration and principal place of business of a company. Moreover, Article 220 [...] provides for the conclusion, so far as is necessary, of agreements between the Member States with a view to securing inter alia the retention of legal personality in the event of transfer of the registered office of companies from one country to another.”

2.3 The Centros Case
In the preliminary ruling Centros, a private liability company registered in England and Wales was refused to register a branch in Denmark. Centros, which had been formed by two Danish nationals, had not conducted any business since its formation. British law did not impose any requirement on limited liability companies to have a minimum paid-up share capital. Centros’ application for registering a branch was rejected by the Danish authorities inter alia since Centros was considered in fact to seek to establish a principal establishment, and, accordingly, to circumvent the national rules concerning, in particular, the paying-up of a minimum share capital.

Referring to its Segers judgement the Court of Justice stated it to be immaterial for the right of a company to set up a branch in another Member State that the company had been formed in a Member State merely for the purpose of establishing business in another Member State, where its main, or entire, business was to be conducted. The location of a registered office, central administration or principal place of business, the Court of Justice stressed, serves as the connecting factor of a company to the legal system of a Member State in the same way as the nationality is decisive as far as natural persons are concerned.

2.4 The Überseering Case
The Überseering judgement is a preliminary ruling in a case referred to the Court of Justice by the Bundesgerichtshof. The dispute was between Überseering BV, a Dutch company, and the German company Nordic Construction Company Baumanagement GmbH (NCC). In 1996, Überseering brought an action against NCC. This action was dismissed since Überseering was considered to have transferred its actual seat to Germany as two Germans residing in Germany had acquired all its shares.

In accordance with German law, an action shall be dismissed as inadmissible if a party lacks the capacity to be a party to legal proceedings. A party has such capacity if it has legal capacity. The legal capacity of a company is determined by reference to the law applicable in the place where its actual centre of administration is established.

The first question referred to the Court of Justice was whether it is compatible with articles 43 and 48 that a company, formed under the law of a Member State in which its registered office is located, is denied legal capacity in another Member State and, accordingly, the capacity to bring legal proceedings before national courts in order to enforce rights under a contract with a company established in the latter Member State, on the ground the company is deemed to have moved its actual centre of administration to that state. If it would not be compatible, the national court asked whether the freedom of establishment of a company requires that the company’s legal capacity and its capacity to be a party to legal proceedings are determined according to the law of its state of origin.

The Court of Justice found articles 43 and 48 to be applicable. Article 293 does not constitute a reserve of legislative competence vested in the Member States. “So far as is necessary” in article 293 refers to “if the provisions of the Treaty do not enable its objectives to be attained.” Consequently, the exercise of freedom of establishment is not conditioned by conventions entering into force pursuant to article 293. Nor does it depend on the adoption of such harmonisation directives provided for in article 44.

According to articles 43 and 48 companies formed under the law of a Member State have the right to conduct business in another Member State. Thereby their registered office, central administration or principal place of business decides their affiliation to a Member State in the same way as nationality does for natural persons. Accordingly, there is an obligation on a Member State to recognise a company’s legal capacity and its capacity to be a party to legal proceedings according to that Member State’s law under which it was formed and where it has its articles of association, when it exercises its freedom of establishment in the former state.

3. The Relationship between the Judgements
In the doctrine, the relationship between the Daily Mail and Centros judgements has been concluded to imply that all the consequences of the application of the seat theory are compatible with articles 43 and 48. The reasoning by Neville et al. may illustrate how this predominant part of the doctrine puts the leading cases in relation to each other. Segers is considered to support the application of the incorporation theory. According to this judgement, the entitlement of a company to freedom of establishment is not affected by the fact that the company does not maintain a link to the Member State, under the law of which it is formed. The Daily Mail judgement was, however, issued after Segers. In contrast to the Daily Mail judgement, conflicts of law rules were not referred to in the Segers judgement. Rules on conflicts of company law were explicitly dealt with in the Daily Mail judgement. The Centros judgement that in time and order followed the Daily Mail judgement is considered to be of no importance to S-states since the Daily Mail judgement was not mentioned in the Centros judgement, the Centros judgement did not deal with rules on conflicts of company law and Denmark applies the incorporation theory."
Since the Court of Justice in the Daily Mail judgement is considered to have held that the consequences of the application of the seat theory are compatible with EC law and the Centros judgement is assumed not to have changed that state of law, the relationship between the Daily Mail and Centros judgements will be dealt with. At first, the argument will be examined that the Daily Mail judgement concerned rules on conflicts of company law. Then the two other arguments submitted for the consequences of the application of the seat theory being compatible with EC law will be dealt with, i.e. that the Daily Mail judgement was not mentioned in the Centros judgement and that Denmark applies the incorporation theory.

3.1 The Issue Dealt with in the Daily Mail Judgement
In the doctrine is has been debated whether the Daily Mail judgement concerned tax law or company law. Ebke is of the opinion that it dealt with company law matters only as an obiter dictum. Roth is of the same opinion as Ebke. He puts forward that the Court of Justice deviated from the core issue of the case, i.e. whether the fiscal requirement for consent was compatible with the freedom of establishment, and commented on company conflicts of law rules only in an obiter dictum. Stähle and Osterman are of the opinion that the Court of Justice dealt with this consent from a company law perspective rather than from a tax law perspective. Since it focused on the issue whether a company has a right to migrate to another Member State, it did not directly take a stand whether it is compatible with the freedom of establishment to tax a company changing residence on profits accrued but not realized. Accordingly, they conclude, the Daily Mail judgement does not give an answer to whether exit taxation of a company changing residence is compatible or not with the articles on freedom of establishment. Given that the Court of Justice ruled from a company law perspective and stated that a company does not have a Treaty right to migrate to another Member State, it did not directly take a stand whether it is compatible with the freedom of establishment to tax a company changing residence on profits accrued but not realized. Accordingly, they conclude, the Daily Mail judgement does not give an answer to whether exit taxation of a company changing residence is compatible or not with the articles on freedom of establishment.

According to paragraphs 11 and 26, the Court of Justice does not seem to have considered the obligation to apply for consent. In paragraph 11 the Court of Justice found the first question referred to it to seek “in essence to determine whether Articles 52 and 58 […] give a company incorporated under the legislation of a Member State and having its registered office there the right to transfer its central management and control to another Member State.” The Court of Justice noted “[i]f that is so, [i.e. the first part of the first question is affirmed] the national court goes on to ask whether the Member State of origin can make that right subject to the consent of national authorities, the grant of which is linked to the company’s tax position”. In paragraph 26, the Court of Justice found, due to its answer to the first part of the first question, it not to be necessary to reply to the second part of the first question. Still, the issue ruled on was a tax issue; the change of tax residence by a transfer of the central administration and control. The first question was thus answered with “that in the present state of Community law Articles 52 and 58 […] confer no right on a company incorporated under the legislation of a Member State and having its registered office there to transfer its central management and control to another Member State.”

A UK company could establish its central management and control abroad without losing legal personality or ceasing to be a company incorporated in the United Kingdom. UK applies the incorporation theory. The way the Court of Justice dealt with the framing of the problem, however, resembles the issue arising, from a private law perspective, when a limited liability company migrates from a state of origin applying the seat theory, i.e. transfers its actual seat abroad. For instance, at paragraph 24 the Court of Justice stressed that there is no right according to articles 43 and 48 for companies to retain their status as companies incorporated under the law of a Member State while transferring their central management and control and their central administration to another Member State.

Zimmer puts forward that important passages of the arguments for the decision were held in such a general form that if one so also wished could derive from them the compatibility of the seat theory with EC law. As best representing the view that the Daily Mail judgement states all the consequences of the application of the seat theory being compatible with articles 43 and 48, Sonnenbergers and Großerichters reasoning may be referred to. They say that before the Daily Mail judgement, the list in article 48 was understood to mean that a correct foundation of a company and the fulfilment of one of the connecting factors anywhere within the European Community were sufficient to provide a company with a comprehensive freedom of establishment. According to them, the Daily Mail judgement makes it clear that the Court of Justice does not share this opinion. It found article 48 to consider the different connecting factors of international company law. Companies merely exist by virtue of the law under which they were formed. The Treaty, the Court of Justice furthermore stated, had not solved the issue of the different connecting factors. In the Daily Mail judgement, however, the Court of Justice considered the law of the state of origin and not the law of the recipient state. Accordingly, the Court of Justice did not make any statement concerning the situation where a recipient state applies the seat theory or when consequences arise similar to those arising when a recipient state applies the seat theory.

3.2 The Importance of the States in the Centros Case Being I-States
The two other closely connected arguments put forward for the relationship between the Daily Mail and Centros judgements emerging in all the consequences of the application of the seat theory being compatible with EC law will now be dealt with; the fact that Denmark applies the incorporation theory and the fact that the Daily Mail judgement was not mentioned in the Centros judgement.

Starting with the latter, the Court of Justice is not obliged to communicate any changes of its established practice. The potential reason for the Court of Justice not mentioning the Daily Mail judgement is of more importance than the fact...
that it did not mention it. The main explanation given in the doctrine for the Court of Justice not mentioning the *Daily Mail* case is that the two states in the *Centros* case both applied the incorporation theory.

Among others, Sonnenberger and Großerichter are of the opinion that the question submitted to the Court of Justice by the national court did not enable the Court of Justice to withdraw its statements pronounced in the *Daily Mail* judgement. According to Danish law, Centros had legal capacity once the law at the place where it was formed had been paid attention to. Therefore, it is submitted, such a company was a bearer of the comprehensive freedom of establishment. The issue of rules on conflicts of company law could not arise. However, both the states concerned in the *Centros* case as well as the two states concerned in the *Daily Mail* case applied the incorporation theory. Notwithstanding that fact, the *Daily Mail* judgement is taken as a substantiation of the compatibility of all the consequences of the application of the seat theory with articles 43 and 48 whereas the *Centros* judgement is held to affect I-states only as the states concerned in the *Centros* judgement were I-states.

There is an additional reason speaking against the conclusion that the *Centros* judgement has no impact on S-states due to the fact that the two states in the *Centros* case were I-states. That is that the Court of Justice did not mention the incorporation theory in the *Centros* judgement. It merely referred to, what it designated “practice”, cf. the *Centros* judgement at paragraphs 21, 22, 31, 35 and 38.

4. The Meaning of the Case Law to the Relationship between the Connecting Factors

It follows from the reasoning supra that the relationship between the *Daily Mail* judgement and the *Centros* judgement does not speak for all the consequences of the seat theory being compatible with EC law. The issue now is what is required for a limited liability company formed under the law of a Member State to be entitled to the freedom of establishment, regardless of it being formed in an I-state or an S-state, or whether it wishes to establish business in an I-state or an S-state. The question of which requirements have to be fulfilled by such a company to enjoy the freedom of establishment may be reworded as a question of when a conflict of the different connecting factors applied by the Member States arises and how the Treaty settles this conflict.

One argument put forward for the conformity of all the consequences of the application of the seat theory with articles 43 and 48 is that article 48 contains an alternative list, which puts registered office, central administration and principal place of business on an equal footing. These connecting factors referred to in article 48 are said to indicate that the seat theory as well as the incorporation theory is compatible with articles 43 and 48. The application of the incorporation theory as such can certainly not cause a consequence as the one in question in the *Centros* case. When the incorporation theory is applied, the location of the actual seat is immaterial. It is not easily understood, however, in which way the connecting factors would be on a par, if all the consequences of the application of the seat theory were compatible with articles 43 and 48. If all its consequences were compatible, the connecting factor of the seat theory would always prevail over the connecting factor of the incorporation theory in situations where a conflict between the connecting factors occurs.

The application of the seat theory would, considering the *Segers* *Daily Mail* and *Centros* judgements, not in all situations be incompatible with articles 43 and 48 given that for a limited liability company to enjoy the freedom of establishment it is not sufficient that it once was formed under the law of a Member State, but it still has to exist. With this approach, the application of the seat theory is at least compatible with these judgements when applied by a recipient state to an association once formed under the company law of an S-state, if it leaves no business behind in its state of origin. If a limited liability company as long as it exists under the law of its state of origin is entitled to the freedom of establishment, then, however, the application of the seat theory to such a company formed in an I-state having its actual seat in an S-state must be incompatible with articles 43 and 48. A limited liability company formed in an I-state having its actual seat in an S-state still exists according to the law under which it was formed.

Those who are of the opinion that the application of the seat theory is compatible with articles 43 and 48 do not seem to attach importance to the consequences of its application. The explanation for the *Centros* judgement having no impact on S-states is that a company such as Centros, from the perspective of an S-state, is not formed in accordance with the law. It is stressed that the decision on which national company law will apply depends on the conflict of law rules applied by the national court. In the *Daily Mail* judgement paragraph 19, the Court of Justice is considered to confirm the different connecting factors of the Member States to be compatible with the Treaty. Accordingly, it is concluded, EC law does not determine according to which Member State's company law the legal capacity is to be decided. According to the *Centros* judgement, I-states would therefore have to extend their provisions for protection of creditors to include foreign companies pursuing business in I-states or to start applying the seat theory instead of the incorporation theory. Neither the *Daily Mail* judgement nor the *Centros* judgement supports the position that the exercise of the freedom of establishment by a limited liability company depends on the law of the recipient state. In the *Centros* judgement, the law of a recipient state was indeed concerned. Denmark applies the incorporation theory. From the wording of this judgement, the law of the recipient state does not seem to be decisive, however. In addition, if the freedom of establishment would depend on the law of the recipient state, the freedom of establishment for a limited liability company would be fairly meaningless in situations where a conflict occurs between the connecting factors applied by the Member States. The condition to fulfil for, for instance, a Swedish limited liability company having its actual seat located in Germany in order to enjoy the freedom to secondary establishments there would then be that it had been formed under German company law.
The determining issue is, consequently, the meaning of article 48(1), i.e. the meaning of “[c]ompanies […] formed in accordance with the law of a Member State and having their registered office, central administration or principal place of business within the Community” and which meaning may be attached to the notion of secondary establishment.

4.1 A Recipient State May not Apply the Seat Theory to Secondary Establishments

The provisions on freedom of establishment are intended specifically to enable companies formed under the law of a Member State to pursue activities in other Member States through an agency, branch or subsidiary. According to article 43, which has direct effect, restrictions on the freedom of establishment of nationals of a Member State in another Member State are prohibited.

In judging which consequences of the application of the seat theory are incompatible with articles 43 and 48, the classification of an establishment according to EC law as primary or secondary is significant. One argument submitted for the consequences of the application of the seat theory being compatible with EC law is that the Court of Justice in the Centros case had no reason to question the statement by the national court presupposing that the establishment constituted a branch. The matter considered by the Court of Justice would therefore leave out whether it is compatible with articles 43 and 48 to reject an application to register a branch since the branch is intended to be the principal place of business of a company, i.e. a connecting factor under the seat theory. Moreover, an obstacle that impedes the setting up of a branch, is concluded to be compatible with article 43 if the obstacle is caused by a conflict of law rule referred to in article 48. If an establishment of a limited liability company formed under the law of a Member State is classified as a branch, it is not easily seen, however, why it would not fall under the application scope of article 43. Here, at first, the circumstances of the Centros case are of interest since nothing, as concluded above, speaks for it not being applicable to S-states.

Centros’ entire business was to be conducted in the Member State, in which Centros desired to establish a branch. The meaning of the concept actual seat may not be the same in the laws of the Member States. Carrying on the entire economic activity of a company in the Member State, in which the branch of the company is established, however, implies that the actual seat of the company is located there.

A branch of a mailbox company cannot be registered in an S-state, since a company having its registered office abroad must be able to demonstrate its existence. Here, by existence is meant legal existence. Legal existence presupposes that either domestic law or that foreign law, which, according to domestic law, is the applicable one, supports the legal capacity. The Court of Justice in the Centros judgement established it to be incompatible with articles 43 and 48 “for a Member State to refuse to register a branch of a company formed in accordance with the law of another Member State […] where the branch is intended to enable the company in question to carry on its entire business in the state in which that branch is to be created”. Thus, the Court of Justice paid regard to that fact which according to the seat theory would lead to the company not being recognised to exist. Accordingly, the condition for all the consequences of the application of the seat theory to be compatible with articles 43 and 48 would be that the consequence, which according to the Centros judgement is incompatible with them, would be compatible with them when caused by the application of this theory.

Roth, however, attaches decisive importance to the fact that it was not a connecting factor, but substantive law, which caused the consequence in the Centros case. The Centros judgement leaves no doubt according to him “that setting up a (secondary) establishment in a Member State other than the Member State of the registered office is protected by Articles 43, 48, even if the company lacks a principal establishment in the State of foundation. Whether in such a case the establishment should be regarded as a ‘secondary’ establishment (Article 43(1) 2nd sentence), or rather as a ‘principal’ establishment (Article 43(1) 1st sentence, is not touched upon. Whatever the appropriate characterization may be, for the Court it seems beyond dispute that a company legally formed and with a registered office in a Member State may set up an establishment – whether principal or secondary – in any other Member State.” At the same time, Roth considers the consequences of the application of the seat theory to be compatible with EC law and the Centros judgement only to have impact on I-states. If a limited liability company formed under the law of a Member State according to the Centros judgement may set up a principal establishment in another Member State, it is not easily understood why this judgement would have impact on I-states only. It is in S-states that the issue of importance to the existence of a foreign limited liability company arises; the issue, whether it may be classified as an internal association due to the fact that its principal place of business or its central administration is located there.

Furthermore, given that a company lacking principal establishment in its state of origin and only having its registered office there would have the right to set up a principal place of business in another Member State, the consequence of the application of the seat theory to domestic companies would be incompatible with articles 43 and 48. An explanation for Roth’s conclusion and his opinion that the Centros judgement is without importance to S-states may, however, lay in the notion “legally formed” that he uses. Friis Hansen, who in contrast to Roth is of the opinion that this judgement affects the application of the seat theory, concludes from the Segers and Centros judgements that the foundation of a company is considered to be the original primary establishment, even though the company does not carry on any business activity in its state of foundation. That statement also implies that the seat theory may not be applied to domestic companies having their actual seat abroad. There is, however, support for such a point of view in the Centros judgement. The provisions the Danish nationals sought to circumvent were rules governing the foundation of companies. The Court of Justice stated that a national of a Member State has the right to set up a com-
pany in the Member State that has the company law rules which he deems to be the most advantageous to him and to set up branches in other Member States.62

In fact, the Court of Justice in the Centros judgement does not state that a company has the right to transfer its actual seat.63 It, however, makes the concept “secondary establishment” a broad notion. Leible puts forward that it is not clarified whether the Court of Justice holds on to its statements in the Daily Mail judgement on transfer of the seat and questions if it can make a difference, as far as EC law is concerned, whether the seat is transferred abroad or whether the registered office is kept but a branch established abroad is re-modelled into the actual seat.64 Friis Hansen concludes that a subsequent primary establishment, which he defines as a change of nationality without the legal capacity ceasing, “in the present state of Community law”, as settled in the Daily Mail judgement, is not protected by the freedom of establishment.65 From article 48, it follows that the subject of law, which may enjoy the freedom of establishment, is considered to be the primary establishment. Accordingly, the way by which it exercises the freedom of establishment that devolves upon it as a primary establishment, is considered its secondary establishment. The consequence of a transfer of the actual seat to an S-state might be seen as a change of nationality of the limited liability company as far as this foreign company is not recognised by the recipient state as a limited liability company anymore. What the Court of Justice seems to have established is that limited liability companies have a right not to get their nationality changed, i.e. that the original primary establishment according to the Treaty should be considered as such an establishment by the recipient state. Thus, being sufficient for a limited liability company to enjoy the freedom of establishment that it was formed under the law of a Member State and still is recognised to exist by this state, its establishments in other Member States fall within the application scope of secondary establishments.

Accordingly, a limited liability company formed under the law of an I-state having its actual seat located in an S-state has to be recognised as exiting by the recipient state.66 So far, the issue of the compatibility of the consequences of the application of the seat theory with articles 43 and 48 might be seen as an issue of conflict of company conflicts of law rules.

4.2 Some Consequences of the Seat Theory Are Still Compatible with EC Law

The basic condition for a limited liability company to enjoy the freedom of establishment is pursuant to article 48 that it was formed in accordance with the law of a Member State and fulfils one of the connecting factors mentioned in this article within the European Union. Whether this is a sufficient condition or not, determines whether the seat theory according to articles 43 and 48 may be applied at all to companies formed under the law of a Member State.

Some scholars conclude from the Centros judgement that all the consequences of the application of the seat theory are incompatible with articles 43 and 48 and that only the incorporation theory may be applied within the EU.67 According to another understanding, which is based on the Daily Mail judgement paragraph 19, the seat theory may only be applied to domestic companies. The outcome in the three cases is thus reconciled by considering as a decisive difference the fact that the Daily Mail judgement deals with an obstacle imposed by a state of origin whereas the Centros and the Seger cases deal with an obstacle imposed by another state.68 It is not easy to see why the seat theory must not at all be applied and why the consequences of its application only would be compatible with articles 43 and 48 when applied to domestic companies. The application of the seat theory to a foreign limited liability company must not result in it being considered not to exist.

Friis Hansen’s position that the seat theory may not be applied to companies originating in other Member States seeking to exercise the freedom to set up a secondary establishment,69 may be regarded as a precise expression of the interpretation that it may not be applied to foreign companies, since it seems to be based on when the application of the seat theory to a limited liability company originating in another Member State may lead to it not being recognised to exist. If great importance is attached to paragraph 19, but at the same time, for the reasons put forward above, not all the consequences of the application of the seat theory are considered compatible with articles 43 and 48, it may be noted that the incompatibility as well as the compatibility of its consequences agree with it being applied by a recipient state or a state of origin. Considering the establishment of the internal market, it is not easily understood why it would be a matter of decisive importance whether a recipient state or a state of origin applies the seat theory.70

Of particular interest is Leible’s apprehension since he deals with a connecting factor referred to in article 48. He argues that no Member State may prevent a company formed in another Member State and having its registered office there, from exercising its entire economic activities through a branch. Since the statements by the Court of Justice in the Centros judgement only concerned the obligations of the state, in which the branch was to be located, he, however, considers it an open question how the Court of Justice would rule in a situation in which the management of a German company is located to its foreign branch.71 Considering the wording of article 48 more than one connecting factor of a limited liability company must not necessarily be in one and the same Member State. As concluded above, however, much speaks for it not being enough that such a company was formed under the law of a Member State to enjoy the freedom of establishment. Article 48(2) refers to internal law of the Member States in defining which subjects may enjoy the freedom of establishment. When a limited liability company transfers its actual seat from its state of origin, being an S-state, without conducting any business there, the subject of law conferred the freedom of establishment ceases to exist.

Another conclusion than the one, according to which the condition for the freedom of establishment of a limited liability company is that its state of origin recognises it to exist, seems to imply a deviation from the Daily Mail judgement. Therein, the Court of Justice found the Treaty to have
taken into account the variety in the national legislation, i.e. the fact that “the legislation of the Member States varies widely in regard to both the factor providing a connection to the national territory required for the incorporation of a company and the question whether a company incorporated under the legislation of a Member State may subsequently modify that connecting factor. Certain States require that not merely the registered office but also the real head office, that is to say the central administration of the company, should be situated on their territory, and the removal of the central administration from that territory thus presupposes the winding-up of the company with all the consequences that winding-up entails in company law and tax law.” 72 The transfer of the central administration of a company from one Member State to another, the Court of Justice held, is “not resolved by the rules concerning the right of establishment but must be dealt with by future legislation or conventions.” 73

Accordingly, for a company formed in an S-state to enjoy the freedom of establishment it is not a sufficient condition to have the registered office in its state of origin. Whether it enjoys the freedom of establishment when it fulfills only one of the connecting factors in its state of origin depends on whether that state recognises it to exist. The consequence of the seat theory when applied to a domestic company is thus compatible with articles 43 and 48.

It is not easy to see how a situation would occur, in which an S-state has to decide whether to register a branch of a limited liability company formed under the law of an S-state having its actual seat located in the recipient state. According to the ip law of the state of origin, the law applicable to the company is determined by the location of its actual seat. Consequently, according to that law as well as to the law of the recipient state the law of the recipient state is the applicable one. It does not seem likely that it has been formed in accordance with the provisions of the recipient state governing the formation of limited liability companies. 74 The consequence of the seat theory when applied to a limited liability company formed under the law of an I-state would likewise be compatible with articles 43 and 48 provided its actual seat is located in its state of origin or in another I-state. The application of the seat theory refers to the state in which the actual seat of the company is located and the law of that state, in its turn, refers to the law of the state of origin.

In the German doctrine, opinions differ on the consequence of the transfer of the actual seat of a German limited liability company to another state. For example, according to one opinion, which seems to be the predominant one, a company that locates its actual seat to another state must be dissolved, regardless of whether the other state applies the seat theory or the incorporation theory. 75 Another opinion is that it might be possible for a German limited liability company to locate its actual seat to an I-state without being dissolved if it preserves an economic link to Germany through, for example, a permanent establishment. 76 Accordingly, in the latter, but not in the former case, the recipient state would be obliged to register a branch of this association as a company.

5. Conclusion

In the Centros judgement the Court of Justice referred neither to the incorporation theory nor to the seat theory. Danish practice resulted in the same consequence as the application of the seat theory would have resulted in under equivalent circumstances. The Court of Justice stated this consequence to be incompatible with articles 43 and 48. Nothing in the Centros judgement indicates that the Member States would not at all be allowed to apply the connecting factor actual seat. Although one consequence of the application of the seat theory according to the Centros judgement is incompatible with articles 43 and 48, it does not imply that the Court of Justice has deviated from its ruling in the Daily Mail judgement.

The decisive factor for the Segers, Daily Mail and Centros judgements seems to be an outflow of a consideration of the connecting factors referred to in article 48. The issue of recognition of a limited liability company formed under the law of a Member State due to the location of one of the connecting factors referred to in article 48 will not be brought to a head in an I-state. If a limited liability company transfers its actual seat, the entire business activity included, from a state of origin that applies the seat theory, the company will cease to exist according to the law by virtue of which it exists.

If a limited liability company transfers its actual seat from a state of origin that applies the incorporation theory, the company will not cease to exist according to the law under which it was formed. Article 48 refers to companies formed under the law of a Member State. Due to this reference, when applied to a limited liability company formed under the law of an I-state having its actual seat located in an S-state, the seat theory is incompatible with articles 43 and 48. It is consequently not the direct, but the indirect explanation that the issue is whether it is a recipient state that applies the seat theory. The direct explanation is that the conflict of the connecting factor occurs, i.e. the issue of recognition arises, when a limited liability company formed in an I-state transfers its actual seat to an S-state.

There is no support for a limited liability company being entitled to a subsequent primary establishment. On the contrary, another Member State than the one in which the limited liability company was formed, is obliged to recognise the legal personality of the limited liability company as long as its legal personality is maintained under the law according to which the company was formed. No change of nationality shall occur in the recipient state. As little as natural persons have a Treaty right to change their nationality, limited liability companies are required to change theirs. Instead, the business conducted by the limited liability company in this other Member State falls under the application scope of secondary establishments.

In the Segers and Centros cases, the Court of Justice did not deal with a change of residence of a limited liability company. In the Centros judgement, the Court of Justice merely dealt with the situation that the entire business activity was to be conducted in the state in which the branch would be located. The matter to consider for the Court of Justice was not any preceding transfer of the business. Nor did such a
situation occur in the Segers case. In the Daily Mail case, the Court of Justice dealt with a change of residence of a limited liability company. None of the three judgements holds that a limited liability company has the right to migrate from one Member State to another.

In the Überseering judgement, the Court of Justice established that "where a company formed in accordance with the law of a Member State (A) in which it has its registered office is deemed, under the law of another Member State (B), to have moved its actual centre of administration to Member State B, Articles 43 EC and 48 EC preclude Member State B from denying the company legal capacity and, consequently, the capacity to bring legal proceedings before its national courts for the purpose of enforcing rights under a contract with a company established in Member State B." This settlement implies it to be enough for Überseering to enjoy the freedom of establishment that the company according to the law of its state of origin was considered to have its primary establishment there.

Since Überseering is considered the primary establishment according to Dutch law, German law constitutes a restriction on Überseering's right to secondary establishment. The Court of Justice holds that "where a company formed in accordance with the law of a Member State (A) in which it has its registered office exercises its freedom of establishment in another Member State (B), Articles 43 EC and 48 EC require Member State B to recognize the legal capacity and, consequently, the capacity to be a party to legal proceedings which the company enjoys under the law of its State of incorporation (A)." Accordingly, in the Überseering judgement the Court of Justice follows its established practice in the Segers, Daily Mail and Centros judgements. The law of the state of origin is decisive for the freedom of establishment of a limited liability company.
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